New members
Elected in 2020
Class A2: Social and Related Sciences

Class Chair:

Björn Wittrock
Uppsala University, Sweden
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Section Chair:

Martin Kahanec
Central European University, Vienna, Austria
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Klaus Adam
University of Mannheim
Germany

Macroeconomics & finance
Monetary economics
Learning and expectations formation
Information economics
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Robert Aumann

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Game theory
Economic theory

Israel
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Pieter Bevelander
Malmö University

International migration
Labour market integration of immigrants
Ethnic minorities

Sweden
Carlo Carraro
Ca' Foscari University of Venice
Italy

- International coordination of monetary policy
- Coordination between monetary and fiscal policy
- Coalition and group formation
- International environmental agreements
- National and international climate policy
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Marek Dabrowski
Center for Social and Economic Research in Warsaw (CASE)
Poland

- International macroeconomics
- Monetary policy
- Fiscal policy
- European integration
- Economics of post-communist transition and emerging markets
- Poverty and inequality
- Political economy of policy reforms
- Economic governance
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Alberto Felice De Toni
CUOA Business School
Italy

Business models
Self-organization
Manufacturing strategy
Operations management
Innovation management
Complexity management
Corporate foresight
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Xavier Freixas

Universitat Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona

Spain

Banking economics

Regulation

Financial markets

Imperfect information
Oded Galor

Brown University, Rhode Island

United States

Economics Business and Management Sciences

Economic growth
Evolutionary economics
Comparative economic development
Population economics
Unified growth theory
Sergei Guriev
Sciences Po in Paris
France

Migration
Political economy of non-democracies and populism
Development economics
Economics of transition
Contract theory
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Roman Horvath
Charles University, Prague
Czech Republic

Economics
Central banking
Financial development
Economic policy
Financial stability
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Wenxuan Hou
University of Edinburgh
United Kingdom

Corporate finance and corporate governance
Financial development and economic growth
Financial technology and machine learning
Green and climate finance
Corporate social responsibility
Political economy and emerging markets
Miklós Koren

Central European University

International trade

Growth and development

Hungary
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economics Business and Management Sciences</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marketing and management futurecast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Artificial intelligence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biometrics and neuroscience in marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Futures research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithmic self</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wearable tech device that detects human emotions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evolutionary algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human-computer interaction and artificial neural networks in marketing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modelling consumer behaviour</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tourism and marketing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Luiz Moutinho  
University of Suffolk, Ipswich  
United Kingdom
David Newbery
University of Cambridge
United Kingdom

Electricity policy research
Market design and behaviour
Transmission access pricing
Renewables support mechanisms
Climate change policy
Transport policy
Road pricing
Abraham Neyman

Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Israel

Game theory

Economic theory

Dynamics

Complexity and bounded rationality

Value theory

Repeated and stochastic games
Rafael Repullo

Center for Monetary and Financial Studies (CEMFI), Madrid

Banking theory and regulation
Corporate finance
Monetary economics
Theory of incentives and information

Spain
Enrique Sentana

Center for Monetary and Financial Studies (CEMFI), Madrid

- Econometrics
- Asset pricing
- Financial economics

Spain
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Benjamin Sovacool
University of Sussex
United Kingdom

- Climate change mitigation
- Climate change adaptation
- Energy justice
- Energy policy
- Energy security
- Science & technology studies
- Sustainability transitions
Panos Tsakloglou

Athens University of Economics and Business

Greece

- Inequality
- Poverty
- Social exclusion
- Redistribution
- Economics of the welfare state
- Microsimulation
- Returns to human capital
- Unemployment
Economics Business and Management Sciences

Jaume Ventura
Barcelona School of Economics
Spain

International trade
Macroeconomics
Political economy
Martin Weber
University of Mannheim
Germany

Behavioral finance
Household finance
Experimental economics
Decision analysis
Governance, Institutions and Policies: Education, Health and Welfare

Section Chair:

Peter Scott
UCL Institute of Education, London, United Kingdom

No new members in 2020
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Section Chair:

Maria Paradiso
University of Naples Federico II, Italy
Daniela-Luminita Constantin  
Bucharest University of Economic Studies  
Romania

Regional and urban economics and policy
Environmental sustainability
Regional convergence and competitiveness
Migration
Regional clusters
Regional and city resilience
EU structural assistance
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Tovi Fenster
Tel Aviv University
Israel

Gender and geography
Identities and urban planning
Memory, belonging and urban regeneration
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Rebecca Pates
Universität Leipzig
Germany

Nationalisms and the functions of nationalism
Governance of sex work and trafficking
State efforts to suppress right-wing initiatives
Policing practices
Human Mobility, Governance, Environment and Space

Jean-François Staszak

Université de Genève

Social and cultural geography
Spatial components of alterity

Switzerland
Law

Section Chair:

Nina Dethloff
University of Bonn, Germany
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Law</th>
<th>Masha Antokolskaia</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comparative family law</td>
<td>the Vrije University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dutch family Law</td>
<td>Amsterdam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparative law</td>
<td>The Netherlands</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multidisciplinary empirical-legal</td>
<td>Empirical legal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>research into family &amp; law</td>
<td>studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empowerment and protection of</td>
<td>Empowerment and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vulnerable adults</td>
<td>protection of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European family law</td>
<td>vulnerable adults</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian family law</td>
<td>History of family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of family law</td>
<td>law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology of comparative law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Daniel Friedmann
Tel Aviv University
Israel

Private law
Public law
Law and religion
Comparative law
Law and culture
History of law
Tatjana Hörnle
Max Planck Institute for the Study of Crime, Security and Law, Freiburg, Germany

Foundations of criminal law
Theories of punishment and criminalization
Attribution of responsibility, role of the victim
Role of criminal law in times of socio-cultural change
Sexual offenses, with emphasis on reform processes and comparative law
Peter M. Huber

Justice of the Federal Constitutional Court

Germany

European law, i.e. institutional aspects, economic law, central banking law

Comparative constitutional law

German constitutional law entailing questions dealt by political science, sociology and economics

General administrative law

Public economic law

Photo: © Bundesverfassungsgericht, lorenz.fotodesign, Karlsruhe
Eva-Maria Kieninger
University of Würzburg
Germany

German private law, in particular the law of property, secured transactions, the law of contract and company law

Comparative law

European private law and legal harmonization

Private International law

Sustainability and Private law
Sonja Meier
University of Freiburg
Germany

Law of obligations in historical and comparative perspective
Comparative law of unjustified enrichment
Plurality of debtors and creditors
Comparative private law
German private law
Ralf Michaels

Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law

Non-State law
Comparative law
Private international law
Globalization
Legal theory

Germany
Heike Schweitzer  
Humboldt University of Berlin  
Germany  

German and European Competition Law, US Antitrust Law  
Legal framework of the digital economy  
State aid law  
European economic law
 Symeon Symeonides
Willamette University, Oregon
United States

Private international law
Conflict of laws
Comparative law
International litigation and Arbitration
Law

Xiang Yu

Huazhong University of Science & Technology (HUST)

China

Patent strategy

Intellectual property law

Management of intellectual property rights

Technology transfer

International cooperation

International trade

Challenges of cutting-edge technologies to law and society
Social Change and Social Thought

Section Chair:

Peter Wagner
University of Barcelona, Spain
Social Change and Social Thought

Pertti Alasuutari
University of Tampere
Finland

Global and transnational sociology
Cultural sociology
Social research methodology
Qualitative research
Media studies
Social Change and Social Thought

Naomi Ellemers
Utrecht University
The Netherlands

Social psychology
Interplay of self and group identity
Self-categorization and social identity
Methodology of surveys, observations, experiments, and neuroscience
Origins, motivation, management, and consequences of social identities
Public policy formulation for diversity and inclusion
Efficacy of Organizational interventions and educational initiatives
Analysis of women at work and organizational fairness
Social Change and Social Thought

Jason Hughes
University of Leicester
United Kingdom

Figurational sociology
Theory and methods
Addiction and substance use
Work, identity and emotion
Social Change and Social Thought

Hartmut Rosa
University of Erfurt
Germany

Theory of modernity and the analysis of modern society
Normative and empirical foundations of critical social theory
Sociology of the subject and of identity-formation
Sociology of time and social acceleration
Political and philosophical communitarianism and civil society
Resonance-theory
Social Change and Social Thought

Roberto Scazzieri
University of Bologna
Italy

Task-process theory of production processes
Production networks and patterns of productive interdependence
Structural economic dynamics
Economics of manufacturing
Structural liquidity and credit policy
Political economy
Fundamental uncertainty, similarity patterns and cognition
Economic methodology and philosophy of economics
History of economic analysis
Social Change and Social Thought

Verena Stolcke
Universidad Autónoma de Barcelona
Spain

Social (socio-cultural) anthropology
Caribbean and Latin America: Cuba, Brazil
Class, race and sexuality in colonial context
Gender and work relations
Historical / archive-based studies in anthropology
Fieldwork based ethnography
Feminist theory and practice
Cultural fundamentalism in Europe
Biotechnology affecting family and kinship
Social Change and Social Thought

Antje Wiener
University of Hamburg
Germany

International relations (IR) theory
Political science
Norms research
Contestation theory
Constructivism in IR
European integration theory
Global constitutionalism
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Section Chair:

Jüri Allik
University of Tartu, Estonia
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Adam Miklosi
Eötvös Loránd University
Hungary

Ethology
Animal and human cognition
Animal and human behaviour
Comparative analysis of behaviour and cognition
Human-animal Interaction
Animal and human communication
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Catherine Price

University College, London

United Kingdom

Human neuroimaging
Language
Reading
Bilingualism
Aphasia
Neuroplasticity
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Ardi Roelofs
Radboud University, Nijmegen
The Netherlands

Psycholinguistics
Computational modelling
Cognitive psychology
Speech production
Attentional control
Neurocognition
Aphasia
Bilingualism
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Carlo Semenza
Padova University

Neuropsychology
Neurolinguistics
Numerical cognition
Neural basis of psychoanalytic processes

Italy
The Human Mind and its Complexity

Manos Tsakiris

University of London

United Kingdom

Experimental psychology
Social neuroscience
Psychophysiology
Interdisciplinary research
Body-awareness
Interoception
Social cognition
Self
Self-awareness
Multisensory perception
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